




An immersive, 
iridescent 
pavilion 

by NONE 
COLLECTIVE  

tells a story 
about Italian 

identity
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gesticulations 
that accompany 

Italian speech

1 Smaller LED screens suspended from chrome  
 tube clamps appeared to �oat inside the ‘crystal’. 

2 The mirrored tiles on the �oor were a solution  
 to the need of visually enlarging the installation. 
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CANNES  – Each year, the Italian Pavilion 
coordinated by the Istituto Luce-Cinecittá at the 
Cannes Film Festival both promotes the country’s 
cinema and highlights some aspect of the Italian 
identity. For the 2017 edition, Roman studio 
None Collective created an immersive multimedia 
installation titled The Brilliant Side of Us that 
explored the rich complexity of gesturing and 
expressiveness in Italian communication and its 
representation in cinema.
 A parametric mesh made up of 704 
wooden bars and 264 knots enclosed the 120 m 2 
exhibition area. Its interior was coated in Mylar, 
a strong polyester �lm whose re�ective and 
plastic components allowed the designers to 

 ervescent texture which 
intended to depict the centre of a crystal. Archival 
images of Italian movie stars manifesting typical 

gestures were played over nearly 50 m 2 of LED 
tiles, put together into screens of varying sizes. 
These fragmented faces, hands, and bodies were  
scattered throughout the room and visitors were 
invited to analyse each of them as isolated pieces 
before a �nal large screen recomposed them into 
a complete whole.
 The crystal-like space was illuminated by 
a sound-reactive lighting system custom-made 
by Beam Light. Synchronisation between sound, 
light and the fragmented images, as well as a �oor 
completely lined with mirror tiles, made for an 
other-worldly, immersive experience that served 
as a powerful allegory for the gesticulations 
that accompany Italian speech: though perhaps 
rough and unfamiliar upon a �rst look, they are a 
radiant, precious gem when illuminated.
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